
At the onset of cooperation, Flash Keyboard - Emoji & Theme already had a large number of users, so it was         
a challenge to define the proper targeting and creatives. Moreover, media buying was not limited to any specific 
location, and the differences in time zones, languages, and audiences made things more complicated. With      
the help of Detailed Statistic, once the campaigns were launched it was possible to immediately react to traffic 
changes, exclude countries that did not convert, and limit the age range of the audience. 
However, if one doesn’t optimize management, all the work on targeting is useless. Multiple campaigns, However, if one doesn’t optimize management, all the work on targeting is useless. Multiple campaigns, 
locations, and settings would have become a serious obstacle without Auto management on ActionAds. This 
feature facilitates setting up of custom rules for pausing unprofitable ads, their activation when the installs keep 
coming, as well as activation of locations at a specific time, budget increase, and bid increase if there is no traffic, 
etc. – all performed automatically. As a result, the 3-months of intensive work with Flash Keyboard - Emoji & 
Theme has brought 3 million installs.
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Fast and Colorful 
keyboard! 

Install now! TRY NOW ON YOUR ANDROID! 

Free, Fast and Colorful keyboard

for your Android!

 TRY NOW!

A great selection 
of colorful keyboards! 

Flash Keyboard - Emoji & Theme is a free Android-based emoji keyboard, which along
with the fastest input (3000+GIF), offers a slew of themes, new emoji, emoticons, stickers,
and lenny faces. The app boasts over 50 million users and supports over 50 languages!

Flash Keyboard


